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Think getting your money to work for you will create wealth? It wonâ€™t.Did you think that

compound interest was going to make you rich? It hasnâ€™t.Believe that â€œmillionaires have got it

madeâ€•? They donâ€™t.Think home equity is a smart investment? Itâ€™s unsafe and its rate of

return is always zero.These are merely four money myths.Learn the money secrets you wish you

knew. There is no reason to delay gratification in your life, and every reason not to.In this book,

you'll learn the specific, actionable solution to create durable wealth that flies directly in the face of

these myths that keep killing your wealth potential. Without formal certification or training, discover

how you can use leverage, arbitrage, hands-off real estate investing, and cash flow to buy time and

live your life by design.
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I love how practical and to the point this book is and how it really dispels the myths we've been

taught to believe about how to build wealth. I especially love that Keith spends time digging into the

mindset shifts required because that is incredibly important if you're going to take action on any of



these strategies. A lot of people present tips and strategies but if you don't have the mindset to help

you put them in place, it's going to be much harder than it needs to be.

As a relatively new investor (purchased my first turnkey properties a year ago) I have continued to

learn more every day. Keith's podcast has been one of my favorites. As a listener who has listened

a majority of his podcasts I can't honestly say there was anything new here for me but it is

something I'd highly recommend to someone who wants the best of Keith all distilled into a compact

and concise read.The main thing I learned from Keith is the power of leverage rather than paying

cash. The danger of holding onto equity rather than getting it working for you and the downsides of

trying to aggressively pay down loans when you could use it as a rainy day "liquid" fund or hold it for

future deal opportunity.

7 Money Myths That Are Killing Your Wealth PotentialThe facts as you need them. Doesn't matter

what level of investor you are or where you find yourself in your educational process it's always

refreshing to get the facts. This book is 100% content and 0% fluff. It just gives it to you raw so that

you can make great informed financial decisions. I've made a good list of notes and action points

after reading the book.

There are many "get rich quick" scams out there. This is NOT of them. Keith Weinhold clearly and

precisely outlines ways to change your mindset to think and act in ways that are to your benefit. It

may seem like common sense AFTER reading it, but common sense isn't so common these days.

His book (and his podcast) has been a spark that I needed to ignite the flame in my life to change

my thoughts, behaviors and attitudes about being financially free. Thanks for all your hard work,

Keith!!

Keith's straightforward, no-nonsense approach to managing your financial life is a refreshing take on

the field. He swiftly dispels long-standing financial myths and guides readers through a step-by-step

process for achieving our best potential wealth. This book is a quick and easy read, yet packed with

useful information, and therefore highly worth the (small!) investment.

This book sums up much of what's been discussed on GRE podcasts and should be required

reading for all. Keith has taken much of what I've learned over time and flipped it on its head. I have

taken actions in my own life recently due to what I've learned from Keith. Look forward to meeting



you in a few months in Belize, Keith!

This is an excellent book. What I appreciated most is that this book was not just another book

providing the same old advice as you have heard countless times. Keith teaches his readers a new

way of thinking. He promotes the mindset of - Realize Ã¢Â†Â’ Decide Ã¢Â†Â’ Educate Ã¢Â†Â’ Act

and then takes you through that.

Sometimes you just need a fast read that reminds you of the fundamentals of how wealth works. It

really is a mindset rather than "go work more jobs". Happy Reading - The Landlords Almanac
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